
Organic Search Engine Optimization 

Get more customers from search and increase turnover
Our professionel organic search engine optimization (SEO) service of 
your website, will ensure your business will get more leads and 
customers from search engines like Google, Bing, Yahoo … 
80% of all people use a search engine to find products, services and 
suppliers. Our SEO strategies and methods, ensure top positions in 
search engine search results for relevant keywords and phrases.

Tel. +45 7070 1036

Get to the top in Google, 

Bing, Yahoo in a week 

and get +50% more real

leads and customers

Save commission paid to

hotel booking engines

Guarantee for page 1 top 3 positions in Google, Bing, Yahoo and more clients 
Algorithms and rules for indexing websites are changing all the time, and it is difficult to 
keep editors and websites tuned-up about these important changes and mechanisms. 

80% of people use Google, Bing and Yahoo to find new products and suppliers. Millions of 
suppliers are competing to get their products and services at the top of search results, and 
preferable on page one. 60% of all people will click on top 3 in page 1 of the search 
results. Only very few website editors understand the mechanisms which actually gives the 
best conditions to serve search engine robots. Search robots and web crawlers are indexing 
all websites globally, and if you please them you will get high listing in search results.
We are experts in SEO, specialized in the travel and hotel industry (****hotels).

We offer serious and professionel SEO expertise in search engine optimization of 
websites which assure top positions and more customers than your competitors.

• Top expertise in SEO – organic search engine optimization of websites

• We use unique SEO strategies which works for all our customers and any business

• Pre-analysis of websites, keywords, positions in search engines, competitors

• Optimization of keywords, phrases, content, links, code and website structure

• Organic search engine optimization consulting

• Huge and persistant visibility and branding in search engines

• Optimization made according to your requirements and business situation

• Resultats:   Qualified traffic, more customers and higher turnover

References
Selected customers: Silvretta Park Hotel Klosters (CH), Hotel Maiensee (AT), SAS 
Scandinavian Airlines (DK), Mycruise (DK), GN, Berlingske Media, Egmont, ALK-
Abello, Läntmännen Unibake, Microsoft, MSN, Recruiters, Unity3d, JKE Design ...
Request meeting, pre-analyze, quote by sending mail: info@turnerko.dk

 Value from SEO service 

- Top positions with guarantee

- Top in Google, Bing, Yahoo

- 60% will click on top 1-3

- Visibility in search engines

- Branding in search engines

- More global queries

- More customers and orders

Our competences

- Organic search optimization

- SEO optimization

- SEO methodology

- SEO strategy

- SEO analysis

- Algorithms in search

- Optimization of websites

- More traffic

- Top positions

- CMS systems

- html, .Net, scripts

- Structure, links

- Web communication

- Copywriting 

- Webanalytics


